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The policy agenda




Why do some issues gaining government
attention and others do not?
How do some issues get onto the policy
agenda and become supported by laws,
regulations, or policy statements?
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Policy agenda


The list of demands, issues that policy makers
choose or feel obliged to act on at a given time
constitute the POLICY AGENDA



Examples from our countries.....
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Policy agenda: Examples


Government/ Minister of Health at one time considering a
range of problems or issues such as:
 Insufficient hospital beds
 Increase of the number of smokers
 Pharmaceuticals production, sales, distribution, use
 Un-regulated increase in private health sector
 Increased incidence or prevalence of a disease, CD or
NCD




Avian flue, H1 N1 (swine flue)
………..
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Agenda setting: Political priorities


Agenda setting process narrows the issues/problems those
need the focus of attention; the issues under serious
consideration by the government.



Priorities: Designate a ranking of agenda items, with some
matters more urgent or pressing that others.



Agenda status: to receive agenda status, a public problem must
be converted into an ISSUE or matter requiring government
attention.
List of issues on the Ministry’s agenda can be of “high politics”
e.g. drug reform, health insurance system, or “low politics” e.g.
hospital cost, screening programme etc.
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Why do issues get onto the policy agenda?


Why do some issues are taken seriously and other not?



Why do policy makers take action when they do?



Models to explain:



The Hall model: legitimacy, feasibility, support
The Kingdon model: agenda setting through three streams
(problem, politics and policies)
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Setting the policy agenda: The Hall model
(Hall et al. 1975).

The model suggests that when an issue falls high in relation to 3 concepts of

legitimacy, feasibility, support it becomes on the government agenda.
1. Legitimacy: the issue is legitimate for the government to act on, its right or
even obligation to intervene.
 Most people will accept its intervention e.g. community security, welfare.
 Debate on individual freedom and legitimacy.

2. Feasibility: refers to the potential for implementing the policy.
 Availability of theoretical and technical knowledge, human resources, structures,
finance, administration etc. Some policies might be impossible to implement, even
if is legitimate.

3. Support: refers to the public support or public trust in government.


Support of interest groups, content is high with the issue.



Important in democratic societies, autocratic governments will enforce decisions.
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Setting the policy agenda: Kingdon’s Model
(John Kingdon’s, 1984)




Considers policy as being made of three streams of processes;
the “problem”, the “policy” and “politics” streams.

Policies are only taken seriously by government when a major “window
of opportunity” opens up in each of the three streams.
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Setting the policy agenda: Kingdon’s Model
(John Kingdon’s, 1984)

1. The problem stream,


An issue need to be perceived as problem and get the attention of
officials, they learns about it through:


Indicator; statistics from routine on health services e.g. incidence.



Focusing event: crises, outbreak.



Feedback; programmes already in place e.g. patient satisfaction,
malpractice, drug use, malnutrition, waiting lists, etc.
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The policy agenda: Kingdon Model continue 2
2. Policy stream (solution);




Consists of the ongoing analysis of the problem and their proposed
solutions together with the debates surrounding these problems
and possible responses.
Range of ideas are explored. For an idea/ solution to come to the
surface it should be feasible (technical, HR, finance), consistent
with the dominant social values, and acceptable for the public.
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(Source: Kingdon J. Agendas, alternatives and public agenda, Amber Lovell, 2010)
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The policy agenda: Kingdon Model continue 2
3. The politics stream (political will): the visible and invisible participants
those who bring attention to the issue, bringing the streams together.
a.




b.




The visible participants:
May be somebody from inside the government e.g. new elected president,
prime minister, minister or from outside the government who highlight the
issue, who can set the agenda.
The organised interest groups that highlight a specific problem/ issue and
use the mass media to get attention to.
The hidden participants are:
Most likely the specialist in the filed e.g. academics, health professionals,
researchers etc. developing and proposing options for solving problems
which may get onto the agenda.
hidden participants can play an important role in getting attention to
problem, especially with assistance of the media e.g. research findings but
also in suggesting solutions to the problem.
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The policy agenda: Kingdon Model continue 2
When a policy change occurs?
“Policy Windows”






There will become time when the three
separate streams are joined, intersect, a
“windows of opportunity” opens for an
issue to come onto the policy agenda and
be taken seriously with a view to action
However, the meeting of the streams
cannot easily be engineered or predicted.
Kingdon argues that policies are not made
in logical stages. It happens when the
three streams meet simultaneously.
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Case study 2: Policy agenda setting models
Getting the issue of essential drugs onto the policy
agenda in Bangladesh (Source: Buse et al, 2005, adapted it from Reich M, 1995).


Read the following case, which describes the introduction
of an essential drugs policy in Bangladesh. Apply the two
models to this case study to explain the events that took
place.
 Hall model (Legitimacy, feasibility, support)
 Kingdon model (Problem, policy and politics streams)
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No-decision making, non-policy making
Why some issues are prevented from going onto the agenda?
Non-policy making or non-decision making when an issue



don’t come onto the agenda and decisions are not taken:


Policy makers are unaware of the issue or



Policy makers decided not to act for some reasons:




Lack of legitimacy, support, feasibility or the three policy
streams don’t come together to provide a “window of
opportunity”.
Policy makers decide not to decide on an issue, and to delay it
because it is against the interest of those in power, decision
makers.
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Non-decision making
Why some issues are prevented from going onto the agenda?




Non-decision making takes many forms:


Using the force prevent demands to enter the political system.



Neglect and ignore particular issues, demands and needs.

Examples:




Powerful industry/corporation may prevent the issues of
industrial pollution to go onto the policy agenda.
The MoH anti tobacco and alcohol policy against, the industry
and ministries of industry and finance those are more interested
in building the economy.
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